
Humilat grow for effective utilization of straw

With land  utilization  in  agriculture,  a  necessity  arises  to  increase humus
content  in  soil  for  maintenance  of  the  necessary  concentration  of  humic
substances. Until  now the replenishing process was carried out by adding
compost, manure and peat in soil. Taking into consideration that the content
of humic substances is relatively small in them, their replenishment amounts
are very high thus significantly  increasing transport  and other production
costs which exceed the costs of the fertilizing agent many times. Besides,
they contain seeds of weeds, as well as disease bacteria.

Nutrients  in  the  residue  left  after  crop  harvest  contain  many
microelements necessary for plants. Examining chemical contents of straw,
we can see that:  if  straw yields are 5 t/ha,  then approximately  40 kg/ha
potassium, 30-35 kg/ha phosphorus and 66 kg/ha nitrogen may be returned
back to soil.

In order to utilize straw efficiently, they should be treated with 5 litres
of humilat grow per one hectar during ploughing into soil. Straw have a very
extensive carbon and nitrogen ratio (C:N = 70:80), i.e.,  they contain very
little nitrogen. The humus of soil  formed as a result  of disintegration has
carbon and nitrogen ratio 4 (C:N), i.e. it contains a large amount of nitrogen. 

Thus,  in  order  to  process  straw  and  obtain  humus  from  them,
microorganisms require additional  nitrogen.  The usual non-deficit  nitrogen
dose for decomposition of 1 tonne of straw is 10 kg of active substance. This
dose should be added in the form of mineral fertilizer,or the microorganisms
will obtain nitrogen from soil either way by mainly decomposing humus.

Thus, if nitrogen is not added, or the amount of added nitrogen is too
small, the result, unfortunately, is the exact opposite – instead of increase in
the fertility  and in  the  amount  of  organic  matter,  a  substantial  decrease
occurs in the amount of organic matter with all consequences arising from it.
Narrow profile experts very often elaborate recommendations for agricultural
development.  This  is  the  situation  with,  for  example,  technologies  for
application of the fertilizing agent which is created on the basis of fungus
Trichoderma harzianum, and used in straw processing.  No doubt that these
fungi  have pronounced cellulolytic  properties,  moreover,  they are  natural
antagonists  to  many  pathogenic  fungi,  especially  Fusarium  genus  fungi
(since the latter serve as feed for the former). 

The main purpose of straw processing is to boost soil fertility. However,
the technology offered by the manufacturers of these fertilizing agents does
not provide the desired effect. Why is it so? Because 5 kg/ha (1,7 kg natural
substances) of  nitric  acid ammonium is  completely insufficient for  normal
straw decomposition and replenishment of nitrogen stocks,  however, this
amount  is  used  as  initial  feed  for  the  added  fungi.  Manufacturers  who
produce  other  biopreparations  for  straw  disintegration,  such  as  “БайкалБайкал
ЭМ1”  (contains  lactic  acids,  nitrogen-fixing,  photosynthetic  bacteria  and
yeast), recommend to apply a full nitrogen dose.

Tens  of  thousands  of  microorganism  types  live  side-by-side  in  soil,
including  Trichoderma  genus  fungi,  lactic  acids,  nitrogen-fixing,
photosynthetic bacteria, yeast. Many of these microorganisms participate in
utilization of easily available straw carbon.

The  technology  developed  and  offered  by  our  company  ensures
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increase  in  the  number  of  ALL,  not  only  specific  microorganisms.  This
technology ensures that during harvest period the straw will be ground and
evenly  spread  over  the  entire  meadow.  Nitrogen  fertilizer  (saltpetre  or
carbamide), is added, the amount of which is 5 kg of active substance per
one tonne of straw (50% of generally accepted rate). The straw are treated
with the fertilizing  agent  humilat  grow (5 l  per one hectar)  by means of
sprinkler. Then the straw are incorporated in the depth of 6-10 cm by way of
shelling or with disk cultivator.
The  dose  of  the  fertilizing  agent  humilat  grow ensures  increase in  the
amount  of  the  majority  of  microorganisms  by  hundred  thousand
times.  Accordingly, the speed of plant residue disposal increases
significantly. In this case the increase in the amount of nitrogen is possible
only  due  to  reduction  of  production  losses  caused  by  run-offs  and
disappearance.  Applying  this  technology,  a  non-deficit  nitrogen  balance
occurs, and no decomposition of soil humus takes place. On the contrary, the
accumulation of humus takes place. The main limiting factor is the moisture
deficiency in soil.

By  straw  spraying  with  the  fertilizing  agent  humilat  grow,
biopreparations  can  be  additionally  added  to  the  mixture  to  combat
phytopathogens.
This type of treatment will trigger sprouting of a seed fallen in the
soil  as well as germination of the seeds of weeds. Then the disk
harrow is used turning all sprouts into sideratus and making the soil
free from weeds.  The fertilizing  agent,  for  its  part,  contains  and
accumulates moisture in soil.
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